A computational method predicts epigenomic marks and DNA methylation patterns from DNA sequence.
Predicting gene regulatory activity at a genomic locus from the DNA sequence at that locus has long remained an elusive goal. In this issue of Nature Methods, Whitaker et al. 1 take a giant step towards that goal. They have trained computational models that predict, with great accuracy, the locations of histone marks and DNA methylation solely from sequence data. These unprecedented results demonstrate that much of a cell's epigenomic state arises from its genomic sequence. Whitaker et al. 1 identify specific DNA sequence motifs that may have an outsize effect on the appearance of particular epigenomic marks, both generally and within specific cell types.
A single organism's cells share mostly the same genomic sequence, but different cell types show dramatic differences in gene expression. Each cell marks activation and repression of transcription at specific genomic loci using epigenomic factors. These factors include methylation of the DNA itself and covalent modifications of the histone proteins that organize DNA into chromatin. The most studied histone modifications are methylation and acetylation of lysine residues on core histone H3. These modifications have roles in propagating cellular identity 2 , activating and repressing transcription 3 , and marking important gene regulatory features such as transcription start sites and enhancers [4] [5] [6] . Here we refer to the map of locations of all histone modifications and DNA methylation as the cell's epigenomic state.
During development, cells of the same type converge to a similar epigenomic state. To reproduce a cell type-specific characteristic epigenomic state at any locus, the cell has at its disposal two information sources. Those sources are the previous, somewhat transient, epigenomic properties of that locus and the more durable DNA sequence. Given that the cell reliably reproduces its epigenome during development using only this information, it should be possible to use the same information to predict much of the epigenomic state computationally. This theoretical possibility has not been realized substantively until now.
Whitaker et al. 1 developed a software application, Epigram, to predict DNA methylation and histone modification from sequence motifs. They trained their model using DNA sequence, chromatin immunoprecipitation-sequencing (ChIP-seq) data and methylC-seq 7 data. They characterize motifs by their association with particular epigenomic marks in particular cell types. Also, the researchers show that some of these motifs tend to be found specifically at either the centers or edges of regions of epigenomic mark enrichment.
When submitted, this work was the first to directly demonstrate substantial predictability of epigenomic modifications from DNA sequence alone. Previous work correlated motif disruption with variation in H3 lysine 27 acetylation (H3K27ac) 8 , but Epigram can explain more variation using fewer motifs. Another recent article by Benveniste et al. 9 also uses sequence information to predict epigenomic state. Although Epigram extracted more predictive information from sequence alone, Benveniste et al. 9 slightly surpassed Epigram's performance using ChIP-seq data on transcription factor presence. Because many of the motifs found by Epigram to have predictive value are similar to published transcription factor binding motifs, both studies suggest a major role of known transcription factors in driving epigenomic state. Nonetheless, predicting epigenomic state without relying on any site-specific biochemical data (such as ChIP-seq data) is more impressive. Such predictions can be applied even when the additional biochemical data do not exist.
What sets Epigram apart from previous approaches is the careful and thorough removal of several confounding factors. Whitaker et al. 1 use a Random Forest 10 classifier to learn the difference between sequences found near regions enriched for an epigenomic mark (foreground) and sequences that aren't (background). Epigram uses a sequenceset balancing procedure to ensure that the sequences in the foreground and background sets have similar lengths and G+C contents. ChIP-seq data from two cell types, Epigram can learn sequence models for this modification in each. Using Epigram and the trained models, one could search for a sequence change that knocks out an H3K27ac peak in only one of these cell types. Genome editing followed by ChIP-quantitative PCR would verify that the 'epiknockout' worked as predicted. 1 identify sequence motifs associated with epigenomic state, they do not demonstrate that these motifs cause the deposition of epigenomic properties. One could show that the identified motifs are essential for writing the marks in question using genome-editing technologies 11 or other laboratory techniques (Fig. 1) . This paper opens the way to those studies and other mechanistic investigations of the driving forces behind epigenomic state.
